
Crank Roller Café Blinds  
by Coolabah Shades 

Crank roller Café Blinds are an ideal 
solu�on to enclose your outside 
pergola area or a Café sea�ng area. 
Using a roller tube and a crank 
gearbox, the blind is operated using 
the removable crank handle. 
The Crank roller blind is ideal for 
Café footpath sea�ng areas where 
the blind can drop down from the 
veranda roof and clip down to fix-
ings on the ground, then be retract-
ed and leave the area clear when 
not in use  

For more informa�on please contact Coolabah Shades, 03 9078 4533, info@coolabahshades.com.au 



��Easily installed to existing pergola, Alfresco or 

Veranda areas

��No side posts or rails required 

��Weather Flap across the bottom to prevent 

rain driving in under the blind 

��Link panels available to join blinds together 

��Choice of  PVC or Shademesh fabrics

��Economical

��The blind of choice for Café footpath seating 

areas

Key Features 

Technology at work for you 
CONNECTING YOUR BUSINESS TO THE TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES 
YOU NEED 

Simple operation and neatly rolled up when not in use, the crank 
roller café blind can be an ideal solution where a large drop to the 
ground is required. With a sturdy 7:1 ratio crank gearbox (or 11:1 
ratio for larger blinds) the blind is unwound to the ground and 
clipped onto the anti-trip fixings, once attached the blind is retracted 
using the crank handle to tension the blind up 

To retract the blind, simply release the tension, unclip from the 
ground fixings and wind the blind back up until it is conveniently 
rolled up under the Pergola, Alfresco or Veranda roof. 

 

Available in Clear or 
Tint Achilles Premium 
1mm Rollclear PVC or 
in a variety of colours 
in 94% or 99% shade 
mesh there is a blind to 
suit any area. 

 

A single blind can span 
upto 5m wide x 4m 
drop. Wider openings 

can be spanned using multiple blinds which when retracted leave the 
opening free of any 
posts or framework for 
uninterrupted views. 

An optional link panel 
with a Velcro attach-
ment can also be used to 
close the gaps between 
the blinds. 
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For more informa�on please contact Coolabah Shades, 03 9078 4533, info@coolabahshades.com.au 

Shade Blinds With Standard Hood 

Shade Blinds no hoods 

Shade Blinds no hoods 

Clear  PVC Blinds no hoods with Link Panels 

Clear  PVC Blinds no hoods with Link Panels 



 

 

 

The Crank roller 
café blind can be 
mounted under an 
existing structure 
without using a pel-
met hood where it is 
protected from the 
elements. When 
mounting on the 
outside of the struc-
ture then a cover is 
required to protect 
to fabric from the 

elements when not in use. Either a standard open 
hood in Colorbond can be added, or if a more aesthet-
ic look is required, then a fully enclosed powder coat-
ed aluminium headbox can be used.  

 

 


